THE USE OF “SYNERGY SPORTS TECHNOLOGY” FOR THE COLLECTION OF BASKETBALL GAME STATISTICS

Abstract:
Basketball games have been analyzed in great detail, providing valuable information for coaches and team scouts to tactically prepare the team for the upcoming games. “Synergy Sports Technology” company provides one of the greatest databases for basketball coaches. Regarding the basketball game, there are 10 standardized play-types in offense and 2 standardized play-types in defense. Using Synergy, every basketball game is logged separately, storing data in a general database from which scouts and coaches or researchers select specific information or video for further data analysis. In basketball, there is a large number of data collected and processed all the time, regarding the great number of games played. Applicability of these data presents a great tool for detailed analysis and creating scout reports. Using this program for further research could be very helpful and can contribute to a better, more accurate, and detailed analysis.
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INTRODUCTION

Analytics in basketball has recently experienced rapid development. Recently, basketball games have been analyzed in great detail, providing valuable information for coaches and team scouts to tactically prepare the team for the upcoming games [1]. To be successful, it is important to acquire precise information about the opponent, therefore a way of collecting data is a very important factor [1].

Notational analysis has been one of the most commonly used methods for data collection, which is described as a process of collecting data and diagnostics of events during the game [2]. Filling out observation sheets can be a very difficult job for one person, regarding the great number of games that need to be analyzed during the season. That is why most coaches use video technology for data collection.

“Synergy Sports Technology” company provides one of the greatest databases for basketball coaches. Experienced video loggers analyze and log data regarding basketball games, which is further used by coaches and team scouts for creating scouting reports.
What is even more important, collected data is often used for scientific papers related to basketball box-score or game statistical analysis [3]–[6]. Considering that there are several standard play-types in basketball, analysis and systematic organization contribute to easier data processing and, therefore better and quicker preparation for basketball games.

As technology takes up an increasing part, both in basketball as in everyday life, it would be significant to present the Synergy logging program as a tool for more efficient data collection, regarding basketball games.

The aim of this paper is to present the Synergy Sports Technology logging program and database in detail and describe its use in basketball scouting and basketball research.

2. DATA COLLECTION

Regarding the basketball game, there are 10 standardized play-types in offense and 2 standardized play-types in defense.

2.1. OFFENSE PLAY-TYPES

As mentioned, 10 offense play-types are:

1. Cut – Player movement inside the three-point line, mostly going to the basket, before receiving the ball for immediate scoring;
2. off-screen – Setting the screen for the player without the ball;
3. Isolation – Playing 1 on 1 against the opponent in an isolated situation;
4. “Pick and Roll” and “Pick and Pop” – Setting the screen for the player with the ball, after which the screener opens up going to the basket or wide from the ball;
5. Spot-up – Mostly used play type, it presents every situation in which player receives the ball and takes the shot or penetrates to the basket;
6. Post-up – Playing 1 on 1 near to the basket with back turned to the basket (in most cases this is played by Centers);
7. Transition – Quick offense, resulting in scoring or taking the shot before the defense is set;
8. Hand-off – Ball is given to a teammate in close distance (literally handing over the ball) after which he penetrates or takes the shot from distance;
9. “No play type” – This is marked in a situation where none of the above can’t describe the play type (i.e. Last-second shots from the other half of the court); and
10. Offensive rebounding – player in offense takes the ball after his team took the shot and missed.

Each offensive play-type is created as a string of certain actions which can be ended with different types, such as shot made, shot missed, turnover, or no violation (a situation where the ball remains in the same possession – i.e. defense picks the ball out of bounds). In each offense, only the last action is being logged as a string, i.e. if there are multiple hand-off situations or “Pick and Roll” actions, only the last one in the current offense will be logged as previously mentioned. Of course, strings are constructed in much more detail, but a detailed explanation is beyond this paper.

2.2. DEFENSE PLAY-TYPES

There are two standardized defense systems – “Man to man defense” where every defender has a specific player which he guards. The other system is “Zone defense” where every player is responsible for defending a specific area of the court. There are other defense play-types, but most of them are combinations of these two defensive systems.

Every basketball game is logged separately, storing data in a general database from which scouts and coaches select specific information or video for further data analysis. Besides team game analysis, data is also used for player analysis, which is a very important part of the scouting report. There are different types of scouting reports, depending on the competition. A basic scouting report should consist of offensive structure, defensive structure, individual analysis about the opponent’s strengths and weaknesses. When the scouting report is written independently, it is important to recognize every play-type on both offense and defense. Sometimes a bad camera angle makes it impossible to evaluate certain plays. This is one of the advantages of using the Synergy Sports Technology database. All plays are already arranged and ready for use.

Further, using box-score for analyzing data has become very popular recently. There is numerous research that has addressed this problem [4], [6]–[9]. Reaching for several box-score tables and data separately can be very exhausting when analyzing multiple games from different competitions. Synergy database allows access to multiple box-score information using the same program.
In Figure 1 is shown a logging program for collecting data. Data are collected by a great number of professional loggers, trained to recognize specific situations. Every play that occurred during the game is first logged as single play-by-play, which is part of Synergy string during logging.

3. DATA APPLICATION

Scouting presents one of the crucial parts of team strategy. According to scouting reports, specific team tactic is organized, regarding the opponent. In Table 1 an example of defensive play-types which are applied by the opponent is presented. Each play type presents one part of the overall team strategy. Based on this information, it is decided which offensive strategy the team will apply.

For a long time, the collection of video data and assessment was a very hard job for coaches [10]. Using the Synergy database, game data processing is greatly facilitated. Good data organization is very important in a tight match schedule, such as in the NBA league, where teams sometimes play 3 or 4 games per week. It is necessary to obtain these data quickly and prepare scouting reports to prepare team strategy in time.

3.1. USING DATA FOR SCOUTING

After data is retrieved from Synergy’s main database, the final task is to organize selected data and write a scouting report. When writing scouting reports, it is important to be as concise as possible so that players are not burdened with too much unnecessary information. Sometimes this is the key to writing a good scouting report. A part of the scouting report related to the opponent’s defensive structure according to the offense is shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Defensive Structure</th>
<th>Play Types</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P&amp;R Top</td>
<td>Shadow + show &amp; back</td>
<td>Main shadow + show &amp; back-soft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P&amp;R Side - 45</td>
<td>Shadow + Force on baseline + show</td>
<td>Main Shadow + Force baseline + show #4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P&amp;R double elbow</td>
<td>Shadow + show &amp; back</td>
<td>Main shadow #5 + show and back-soft #4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double Team NO</td>
<td>Screen Play Follow + Over</td>
<td>Guard most of time follow + Over</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low Post     BACK</td>
<td>Back, strong body. Personal coverage, help from baseline</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Synergy Sports Technology presents a program for direct data collection regarding basketball games, which is systematized in detail. All collected data is stored in a general database, available for use. Applicability of these data presents a great tool for detailed analysis and creating scout reports. There is a lot of research done on basketball box-score analysis lately [7], [9], [12], [13]. Using this program for further research could be very helpful and can contribute to a better, more accurate, and detailed analysis.
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